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Concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) structure with corrugated steel web (CSW) is a 
type of newly proposed composite structure, It has the potential advantages of 
simultaneously exploiting the high compression strength of CFST and enhanced shear 
resistance of CSW. And CSW also has the advantages of light weight, clear load 
condition, artistic and so on , Make this kind of composite structure with strong 
competitiveness and broad application prospects. However, few experimental and 
theoretical research works have been conducted related to this new composite structure. 
Therefore, on the basis of Qiaoyin pedestrian’s load test ,a full finite element model 
(FEM) has been established in this thesis, then do a finite element (FE) analysis to the 
stability performance of CSW and dynamic of this pedestrian, and conclude the regular. 
The main tasks in this thesis include the following: 
Through the Qiaoyin pedestrian’s load test and FE analysis found that the 
load-carrying capacity of the bridge and the dynamic performance can satisfy the 
requirements of regulation, and the FE result in accordance with the experimental values. 
Based on this FEM, a analysis about the bending and shear behavior of this newly 
composite structure is been conducted.The result shows that the bending moment and 
shear force are mainly carried by CHS (CFST) chord members and CSW respectively, 
and the contribution of CSW to bending resistance can be reasonably neglected. 
This article use the ANSYS do a whole process of CSW buckling response, taking 
the initial geometric defects, material and geometrical nonlinear into account, and 
analysis the CSW buckling which has the different thickness, wave-height and tilting 
angle, straight plate width, beam depth. It is confirm that all five parameters affecting 
the CSW buckling characteristic value, but thickness, tilting angle, beam depth are the 
main factors affecting the CSW buckling ultimate load. Compared with considering the 
initial geometric defects, the CSW buckling ultimate load of regardless of the initial 
















20 °, CSW buckling load-carrying capacity is sensitive to the initial geometric defects. 
A human-induced vibration on CSW composite pedestrian and the equal flat steel 
web composite pedestrian has been conducted. Take simplified half-wave sinusoidal 
running load modal as the walk incentive load, regard it as a moving load on the bridge 
deck. Results indicate that the vertical and lateral dynamic performance of CSW 
composite pedestrian is superior to the flat web composite pedestrian. 
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